Humanity has expanded beyond our own
galaxy, sending the Odyssey through a portal of
unknown origin to a distant region of space known
by local civilizations as ‘Insula’. Your Human crew
will explore new worlds and meet new friends while
creating a place for themselves. Some words used
may be new to you, so here are some definitions:

A whimsical and wonderful
narrative adventure game
where the choices you make
determine how the story unfolds

Visit us at

Amele: A friendly Lackerdood who has agreed to
guide the Humans through Insula and help with
translation and hijinks.
BELL: AKA Bi-Engine Land-dweller Locomotion.
These dome-shaped vehicles ensure the comfort of
their air-dwelling occupants by bringing the
surface atmosphere down into the underwater
world of Flimwait. The bottom of the vehicle opens
to the ocean for ease of access.
Flimwaiters: Dolphin-like sentients who evolved
underwater on Flimwait and have only recently
developed technology to let them swim across
land. Witty pranks are part of their culture.
Lackerdoods: Amphibious mammals with blue
skin who come from the beaches of Urvellion.
Neeble-Woobers: Underwater residents of
Nirnwen who look like the octopi of Earth. They
have evolved to walk on land with their many
suction-cup covered arms.

A Day at the Beach
It's almost noon on Flimwait when you land your
skiff at a quaint town on the shoreline. The Tourist
Center is bustling, but there are no signs of
civilization in the pristine landscape beyond. "It's
quiet here, but just wait until we're underwater,"
Amele assures you as you head to the Tourist
Center. "That's where the action is!"
After
a
refreshing
sudsing
at
the
decontamination showers, you head out the back
where the building opens up to the sea. A
Flimwaiter clerk ﬂoats in a kiosk ﬁlled with water.
"We're here to pick up our BELL," says Amele. "The
reservation is under 'Human Delegation.'"
The clerk gestures to a long line of empty parking
spots with one last BELL sitting at the far end.
"Your keys are in the ignition. Enjoy the wonders
of Flimwait!"
As you board, a rippling cloak catches your eye.
"You there! Yes, YOU." A Neeble-Woober with a
snooty accent waves his six wet arms at you. "I'm
Gnoosh Gnarbee, and I'll be taking this BELL. I'm
sure you understand. Good day!"
"No, this BELL is ours," says Amele gently. "And
unlike us, you can breathe underwater."
"But I've been peckish for a quarter hour!" whines

Gnoosh, whimpering at you with big sad eyes. "I
simply MUST acquire snacks, and I cannot swim
there. These waters will spoil my natural sheen,"
He wriggles his tentacles to demonstrate his sheen.
"I do apologize, but I am taking this BELL to the
place the locals call, 'The Mall.'"
Amele shakes her head. "This is silly. We're wasting
the short time these Humans have on Flimwait!"
"Then we can all go there together!" pleads
Gnoosh. "How about it, Humans? You smart,
attractive, selﬂess aliens will bring me to 'The Mall',
won't you? I'm rich, and I will reward you!"
Amele whispers for your ears only. "Or we can
just ditch him."

Choose a Focus, a Mission, and a Location:
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Focus on Shops (A) at the Underwater Mall (F.2)
for Mission 1: Take Gnoosh to the Mall
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Sunken Rise

Focus on Fish (B) at the Sunken Rise (K.7)
for Mission 2: See the wonders of Flimwait
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a Location Card
on the map reveals
new spots to explore!
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Gnoosh merrily shoves you out of the way to board
the BELL. "You won't regret this!" he assures you.
"But I already do," sighs Amele quietly.
Your BELL dives deep down into the busy
underwater city of Devonken and its towering mall.
Unlike malls back home, this one is crowded and
abuzz with activity. A line of Flimwaiters spills out
of a fast food joint with a rotating sign out front
that says STARBURGER in neon letters. A
Flimwaiter clerk with a large remote control
appears to be ﬂying toy drones, cackling madly as
they zoom around patrons' heads. Other BELLs
drift carefully through the crowds.
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Choose:

Flip

Get a snack at
StarBurger.

101
OR

Flip

201

Approach the
drone-ﬂying clerk.

Collectable Plushie
Thanks for
playing!
Add Item 1
to your Passport
to use in future
adventures!

Amele peruses the menu. "I'd like an order of
Crispy Chum Tots, and… Wait. Gnoosh, you're
paying for this, right?"
"Yes indeed!" says Gnoosh. "But I wouldn't
disrespect you by paying for YOUR meal. The
greatest reward is my presence."
"Just one Joyful Meal, please," grumbles Amele.
"Nothing else."
Amele winks at you, slyly removes a small package
from the Joyful Meal, and crams it into your hand
before passing the bag to Gnoosh. While Gnoosh
greedily gobbles his fries and shake, you peek at the
object. It's a toy jellyﬁsh with a tag that says, "TRY
ME: I BLOW BUBBLES!"
Amele whispers to you, "Every Joyful Meal comes
with a toy. I think you should have it."

101

201
"SURRENDER!" laughs the clerk as you dodge drones.
"Submit to the mechanical wonders of Oceanrock!"
Oceanrock is loud with unnecessary devices.
There's an automatic back scratcher, a snail with a
motion sensor that squirts out moisturizer, and a belt
that promises instant abs. Gnoosh curls up on an
armchair with nubs all over it. It starts to whirr, the nubs
massaging him. He snores, slowly sinking into the chair.
"Can we ditch him now?" says Amele, cuddling a
ﬂuffy toy Surﬂuff that yips at you.
Half asleep, Gnoosh calls out, "W-wait… Shopkeep!
Put that cuddly device on my tab. Zzz..." He disappears
into the chair.
"I've already got a REAL Surﬂuff," says Amele,
handing you the snuggly object. "So this loud boy
belongs to you now."
Add Item 2
to your Passport
to use in future
adventures!
Thanks for
playing!
Surfluff-Shaped Bot

201
"SURRENDER!" laughs the clerk as you dodge drones.
"Submit to the mechanical wonders of Oceanrock!"
Oceanrock is loud with unnecessary devices.
There's an automatic back scratcher, a snail with a
motion sensor that squirts out moisturizer, and a belt
that promises instant abs. Gnoosh curls up on an
armchair with nubs all over it. It starts to whirr, the nubs
massaging him. He snores, slowly sinking into the chair.
"Can we ditch him now?" says Amele, cuddling a
ﬂuffy toy Surﬂuff that yips at you.
Half asleep, Gnoosh calls out, "W-wait… Shopkeep!
Put that cuddly device on my tab. Zzz..." He disappears
into the chair.
"I've already got a REAL Surﬂuff," says Amele,
handing you the snuggly object. "So this loud boy
belongs to you now."
Add Item 2
to your Passport
to use in future
adventures!
Thanks for
playing!
Surfluff-Shaped Bot

Collectable Plushie
Thanks for
playing!
Add Item 1
to your Passport
to use in future
adventures!

Amele peruses the menu. "I'd like an order of
Crispy Chum Tots, and… Wait. Gnoosh, you're
paying for this, right?"
"Yes indeed!" says Gnoosh. "But I wouldn't
disrespect you by paying for YOUR meal. The
greatest reward is my presence."
"Just one Joyful Meal, please," grumbles Amele.
"Nothing else."
Amele winks at you, slyly removes a small package
from the Joyful Meal, and crams it into your hand
before passing the bag to Gnoosh. While Gnoosh
greedily gobbles his fries and shake, you peek at the
object. It's a toy jellyﬁsh with a tag that says, "TRY
ME: I BLOW BUBBLES!"
Amele whispers to you, "Every Joyful Meal comes
with a toy. I think you should have it."
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Sunken Rise
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You pile into the BELL, lock the doors, and dive
deep into the vast ocean. The crystalline cities and
villages of Flimwait twinkle in the distant blue
depths like clusters of stars on a clear night.
"I planned to take you into the city, but… we could
explore that cave right over there," says Amele,
pointing east. "It looks like it's fun, dangerous, or
fun AND dangerous! Great combination."
Inside the cave, three glowing orange eyes stare
back at you.
"Hmm...Yes, I'd say that cave is deﬁnitely fun
AND dangerous," says Amele. "What would you
like to do? I could honestly go either way."

a Location Card
on the map reveals
new spots to explore!

Choose:
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Flip

202

Hide from the creature
in the tall sea grasses

7

OR

Sunken
rise
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Flip

Go deeper into the cave
to inspect the creature

Pellet Bouquet
Thanks for
playing!
Add Item 3
to your Passport
to use in future
adventures!

Your BELL moves deeper into the cave and the eyes
glow brighter and brighter until you are face-to-face
with a friendly shrimp the size of a minivan. He
chirps and rolls on his back for a belly rub.
You shrug, maneuver the BELL right over his
tummy, and reach down to pet him. His three tails
wriggle and his huge mouth opens.
"UUUUURP."
Out pops a sticky black pellet the length of your
arm. The dark ooze dissolves to reveal the colorful
tendrils of a cluster of alien sea anemones.
"For us?!" gasps Amele. "Let's put this in the ship's
garden! Aww, it's just like a bouquet of ﬂowers!
Except it's wet, and it's technically several animals."
Your new friend wags its tails and swims away.

102

202
A lone Flimwaiter shouts as you zoom over him.
"Slow the heck down!"
"NO!" shouts Amele. "A monster with three eyes is
after us! We need to hide!"
"That's just Fil," laughs the Flimwaiter. "He eats
trash and composts it. He's a good boy. Why don't
you come out and have a look around? There's
interesting stuff in these piles of bones and shells.
Fil can't digest 'em, so they're free for the taking!"
Under the shattered remains of a giant clam, you
ﬁnd a spongy rectangular egg sac. Out pops a tiny
round penguin with gills. It grunts happily and
taps against your air helmet.
"Well, I hope you've got a steady supply of worms
on hand," says the Flimwaiter, "because that
jellybird pup just imprinted on you."

Add Item 4
to your Passport
to use in future
adventures!
Thanks for
playing!

Jellybird pup

202
A lone Flimwaiter shouts as you zoom over him.
"Slow the heck down!"
"NO!" shouts Amele. "A monster with three eyes is
after us! We need to hide!"
"That's just Fil," laughs the Flimwaiter. "He eats
trash and composts it. He's a good boy. Why don't
you come out and have a look around? There's
interesting stuff in these piles of bones and shells.
Fil can't digest 'em, so they're free for the taking!"
Under the shattered remains of a giant clam, you
ﬁnd a spongy rectangular egg sac. Out pops a tiny
round penguin with gills. It grunts happily and
taps against your air helmet.
"Well, I hope you've got a steady supply of worms
on hand," says the Flimwaiter, "because that
jellybird pup just imprinted on you."

Add Item 4
to your Passport
to use in future
adventures!
Thanks for
playing!

Jellybird pup

Pellet Bouquet
Thanks for
playing!
Add Item 3
to your Passport
to use in future
adventures!

Your BELL moves deeper into the cave and the eyes
glow brighter and brighter until you are face-to-face
with a friendly shrimp the size of a minivan. He
chirps and rolls on his back for a belly rub.
You shrug, maneuver the BELL right over his
tummy, and reach down to pet him. His three tails
wriggle and his huge mouth opens.
"UUUUURP."
Out pops a sticky black pellet the length of your
arm. The dark ooze dissolves to reveal the colorful
tendrils of a cluster of alien sea anemones.
"For us?!" gasps Amele. "Let's put this in the ship's
garden! Aww, it's just like a bouquet of ﬂowers!
Except it's wet, and it's technically several animals."
Your new friend wags its tails and swims away.
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